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1 Five original prompt books, heavily

annotated for the Greek Theatre in
Griffith Park, 1947-1951, produced by
Gene Mann. The beginning of musical
theatre at the Greek. 1. Blossom Time A
musical play in three acts. From the original of A.M.
Willner and H. Reichert by Dorothy Donelly . Music by
Sigmund Romberg from melodies by Franz Schubert and
H. Berte. Los Angeles: Greek Theatre, 1947.
2. Gene Mann Presents The Great Waltz with book by
Moss Hart, Lyrics by Desmond Carter and Music by
Johann Strauss (father and son). Choreography by
Albertina Rasch. Los Angeles: Greek Theatre, 1947.
3. Gene Mann Presents The Vagabond King. A
musical play based on Justin Huntley McCarthy’s “If I
were King”. Music by Rudolph Friml; Books & lyrics by
Brian Hooker & W.H. Post. Los Angeles: Greek
Theatre, 1948.
5. Music in the air. A musical adventure in two Acts.
Book and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein 2nsnd and
Jerome Kern. Los Angeles: Greek Theatre Production
Inc., 1950. (Souvenir photographs and program not
bound in).
5. Gene Mann presents Rio Rita. Music by Harry
Tierney in two acts Words by Joe McCarthy. Books by
Guy Bolton and Fred Thomson Based on the
choreography by Sammy Lee and Albertina Rasch; Los
Angeles: Greek Theatre, 1951.
There are few studies devoted to the Los Angeles Greek
Theatre or to the Greek Theatre Association except for a
dissertation of the James A. Doolittle period (2). The
reasons for the successes and failure of this theatre are
unexplored; therefore, these prompt books will provide a
very interesting and useful view for the at least the post-
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2 Alain-fournier (Henri Alban Alain-fournier). Le Grand
Meaulnes. Emile-Paul Frères, 1946. Edition illustrée
de 46 eaux-fortes de Frelaut. Copy #110 signed by
Frelaut. Entire edition 225 plus a few hors commerce:
175 as our numbered from #51-225; the first 50 copies
have a signed suite of the 46 etchings printed on velin de
Lana.
Quarto. Bound by Creuzevault in green morocco with
lattice-work panels of tan and gold for upper cover.
Center panel of green, edged in gold and lettered in black
and gold “Le Grand Meaulnes.” Spine lettered in gold.
Matching chemise & slipcase. See catalogue Henri
Creuzevault, 1905-1971 #89, 90 (1987)
Le Grand Meaulnes ...remains still – the most
delicate rendering so far achieved in literature of the
romantic adolescent consciousness: with the
enchanted lost domain to escape to in the opening
part of the novel and a tale of idealistic aspirations
and self-sacrafice to follow, it could not fail to win
over a vast reading public appalled or bemused by
the social and moral confusion of the post-war
world. (Gibson).
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3 Cocteau, Jean. [Poster], Ballets Russes de

Diaghilew Paris: 1939. . [Poster], Ballets
Russes de Diaghilew Paris: 1939. Advertising poster
for the 1939 exhibition
BALLETS RUSSES DE DIAGHILEW 1909 A
1929 Musee des Art Decoratifs. Palais Du Louvre.
Pavillon de Marsan. Exposition organisee par Serge
Lifar. Mars a Juin 1939. Lithographic poster on
paper, printed in color with lettering and full
margins. Signed "Jean Cocteau" in the stone, lower
right. Sheet size: 61" x 34"; mounted on silk, rolled.
Fine copy.
Our 1939 poster was restruck from the original
lithograph of 1911 to advertise this, the first major
exhibition concerning Diaghilev and the Ballets
Russes.
The poster shows Karsavina in Le Spectre de la
Rose in her costume as the young girl in the ballet,
“standing on point, her hands crossed in front of her,
her eyes closed facing to the left side of the image.”
The popularity of the exhibition caused its dates to
be extended to 1 July (as is advertised on our
poster).
DontDelete
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4 Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin (Jean). . L'Ariane de
Monsieur Des Marest. A Paris, chez Matthieu
Guillemot, 1643. Second illustrated edition. Quarto.
modern vellum . . The first edition was published 1632,
octavo with one illustration (Brunet II, 633; Tchemerzine
II, 817).
The eighteen engravings that illustrate the work are in
remarkable condition with deep contrasts and fine detail.
As H. Gaston Hall notes,”the two printings of this, the
second, edition are important...The lavish illustrations of
the quarto Ariane must have enhanced the status of the
novel altogether.”
The illustration on p.182 (frontis to Chapter V and
pictured here) provides the first illustration in print of
a parachute, according to the British Parachute
Association.
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5 Duncan, Isadora. Soixante-Douze Planches par Jose
Clara avec Une Presentation de Georges-A. Denis.

Paris: Reider, 1928. Limited ed. of 474 copies, of
which this in no. 466. Folio. 72 Loose plates in color
and black, as issued in folder with 10pp. of text.
Soixante-Soixante-Douze Planches is a beautiful
collection of 72 collotype reproductions of Clara's
drawings, gouaches, and pen sketches of Isadora.
These illustrations show the full range of attitudes
and expressions of Duncan, done by Clara who
knew Duncan personally. The lovely color plates,
which are interspersed among the black and white in
this collection, are among the most collected of
Duncan illustrations.
An eight page preface by Georges Denis discusses
the phenomenon of Isadora in her time, as well as
the artist Jose Clara, who had watched Isadora dance
since 1913. The preface also forms a tribute to
Isadora, who died in 1927. The collotypes were
printed at Societe de Gravure et d'Impression d'Art
and the text at l'Imprimerie Ducros & Colas, Paris
DontDelete
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6 (festival).Hörmann,

Jospeh

Julius

von.

Triumphus novem saeculorum
Imperii Romano-Germanici. .
humillimededicatus a . . .
Josepho Julio ab Hörmann . . . .
Vienna:
Susanna
Christina
Cosmerovius, 1700. Original edition.
Backer-Sommervogel, I, 1569 Nr. 8 Thieme / B. X,
393. A more common second edition was published
in 1725 (Berlin 3624), but the first edition, as here,
has superior engravings. With nine fine engravings
of triumphal arches that reflect the height of South
German baroque illustrations, as well as, a
pronounced influence from the festival productions
of France’s Louis XIV.

Holy

Roman

Empire

festival

book

indebted to Louis XIV.

The beautiful engravings—a highlight of the South
German

Baroque

illustration—show

triumphal

arches and Ehrenpforten (Gates of Honor). The
engravings, based on the drawings of Petrus
Schubart von Ehrenberg (1668-ca. 1725), were done
by some of the most important engravers of
Augsburg’s “golden age”: Johann Ulrich Kraus
(1655-1719), Christian Engelbrecht (1672-1735),
and Johann Andreas I Pfeffel (1674-1748).
French festival design is particularly noticeable in
this work. Leopold I, in his attempt to solidify the
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7 Fielding, Henry. Amelia. London: Printed for A. Millar,
1752. First edition, Vol. III in corrected state: the
misreading 'the at Folly' changed to 'at the Folly'.
Rothschild 853.
Four vols. Twelvmo. Contemporary calf, raised bands,
spines numbered in gilt, simple double gilt rules on each
cover. Vol 1 Outer hinge front repaired, Vol III out hinge
starting to crack, Vol IV repaired at heel of spine. With
the often lacking "Universal-Register-Office"
advertisement at end of volume two (M12r). Protected in
a half orange morocco slipcase, raised bands, lettered in
gilt on spines. Spines slightly sunned.
Provenance Caroli Whibley the collector Charles
Whibley (1859-1930), best known today for bringing T.
S. Eliot to the attention of Geoffrey Faber (bookplate in
each volume).
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8 (Genthe, Arnold); Bonnie Maude (Actress, flourished
1910-15). [Original photograph]. Original unsigned
silverprint photograph by Genthe (ca. 1910) of the
actress, three quarter pose facing left, with left hand on
hip, right on throat. The actress wears a black, velvet
gown. Two corners chipped, else fine.
With - als from Arnold Genthe to Maude, on Genthe's 1
West 46th St. address, with envelope (postmarked
January 19, 1913). A warm letter thanking her for the
gift, discussing children, and the War.
Bonnie Maude was the daughter of American dancer
Maude Madison who danced with Loie Fuller and then
ran a school of dance instruction in New York City.. A
rare photograph by Genthe.
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9 Gide André. [Le Roi Candaule, Drame in Trois Actes].
Paris. L’Ermitage revue littéraire (1899).
Presentation copy of the pre-original first edition of
his play Le roi Candaule with an autograph
inscription at the beginning of Acte I: “Cette avantpremiére ...est retrouvée fort heuresement....” signed
Andre Gide. Small 4to. Blue cloth lettered in gilt,
marbled endpapers. A pre-original edition and preperformance first edition, with added material.
Le Roi Candaule, a three act drama in rhythmic
prose, first appeared in these three issues of the
periodical L’Ermitage Revue mensuelle illustrée de
literature et d’art (1899). The play was not
published in book form until 1901 by Revue
Blanche, the same year it was produced.
The play about Le roi Candaule – (King Candaule)
is taken from stories in Herodotus and Plato, the
Lydian King Candaule believes his wife to be the
most beautiful woman and wishes to show her off to
the humble fisherman Gyges. Gyges becomes
smitten then murders Candaule to becomes king
himself.
DontDelete
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10 Gonzaga di Castiglione, Luigi [1745-1819]. L'Homme
de lettres, bon citoyen, . discours philosophique et
politique de Son Altesse Monseigneur le Prince
Louis Gonzaga de Castiglione, prononcé à
l'Académie des Arcades à Rome l'année 1776.
Traduit de l'italien [par Guéneau de Montbeillard.
Philippe. 1720-1785]. A Geneve: 1777. First edition
in French ( 7 ¾” x 9 ½”). Contemporary red
morocco, ruled with gilt floral sprays and pointelles
at corners. Covers show a few small gouges, spine
rubbed and worn, label frayed.
Luigi Gonzaga prince of Castiglione (1745-1819)
was a scholar and a native of Vienna. His lineage
was from the ancient house of Gonzaga a noble
family that ruled Mantua, in Northern Italy, from
1328 to 1708; they also ruled Monferrato in
Piedmont and Nevers in France. Luigi Gonzaga
became a scholar, traveler and activist and who read
and followed the philosophers of the enlightenment
and understood the need for progressive measures to
support civil rights, Freedom and democracy. The
work ranges over modern philosophers
including the English empiricists. It also
discusses the American revolution.
DontDelete
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11 Guillevic, Eugène. (1907-1997). Racines.

Poèmes de Guillevic. . Engraved by Robert
Blanchet. Paris: Privately printed. 1973.
Copy #12 of 15 with a suite of signed
etchings. Entire edition 220: 10 with two
suites; 15 with one suite as this; 175 regular
and 20 hors commerce.
8vo. (6 3/4" x 9 3/4"). Unbound text
illustrated with original color engravings
signed by author and artist. in loose
signature, as issued. Plus a suite of the
engravings signed by the artist, #12 of 15
copies on Richard de Bas paper. In folder.
The two volumes in original decorated
wrappers. Open slipcase.
DontDelete
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12 (Iliazd) Jehan-François de Boissière. . Traité du

Balet.

[Iliazd; Ilia Zdanevitch]. Jehan-François de

Boissière. Traité du Balet. Illustré de gravures à
l'eau-forte par Marie-Laure [de Noailles] mis en
page par Iliazd. [Paris: Le Degré Quarante et un,
1953]. No. 2 of 15 copies on Chine, signed by the
illustrator Marie-Laure and Iliazd (Total edition: 50
copies: 35 on Japon; 15 as this; 6 copies for copyright
purposes).
Folio (11 1/8 x 15 1/4") (105 x 207 mm). With 66
original etchings by Marie-Laure de Noailles,
including 22 full page and 44 in the text. Unbound, as
issued in wrappers, vellum covers with reproduction of
Boissière's signature on the front.
Iliazd is assured a “permanent place in the history of the
livre

d’artiste”

(Strachan,

294).

“Iliazd

deserves

recognition for his unique aesthetic contribution to
twentieth century livres d’artiste . . . . Iliazd made books
first and foremost as the unique expression of deeply held
beliefs, because they were the single medium in which he
could give form to the many aspects ofhis intellectual and
aesthetic interests” (Drucker, 73).
“Iliazd was among the most important publishers of
livres d’artistes in the twentieth century . . . .After early
books where he experimented with Russian constructivist
typography he moved on to fine editions with exceptional
artists . . .” (Kelly et al, 78).
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13 Khmury, V., Anatoly Petritsky. Teatral'ni stroi. Kiev:
Ukrainian State Press, 1929. 4to (347 x 261 mm.),
26pp., 26 full page mounted color lithographs, many
with gold or silver metallic inks and 25 mounted full
page black & white plates. Original boards, spine
defective, otherwise very good and clean. All plates
mounted on heavy gray paper and tissue guards
intact. Plates by Anatoly Petritzky, text by V.
Khmury. Text in Ukrainian and German.
Teatral'ni stroi is an album of superb costume
designs and stage sets for Ballets and operas in a
Constructivist style reminiscent of the
decorativeness of Bakst's work and Alexander
Exter's stylization. Productions illustrated:
Exzentrischer Tanz, staged by K. Goleisovsky
(Moscow, 1922) (4 plates);
Praludium von Skrjabin, by L. Lukin (Moscow,
1923) (1 plate);
Ballet Nur und Anitra, by M. Mordkin
(America, Greenwich Village Follies, 1923) (4
plates);
"Wij," Herr Chorunschij, by H. Jura (Charkiw
[Cracow], 1924) (9 plates);
Der Jahrmarkt von Sorotschinzi (Charkiw, 1925) (7
plates); Wilhelm Tell (Charkiw, 1927) (6 plates);
Furst Igor (Charkiw, 1926) (8 plates); De rote Mohn
(Charkiw, 1927) (5 plates);
Der Korsar (Staatsoper, Charkiw, 1925) (8 plates);
Turandott, by Lui Laber (Charkiw, 1928) (4 plates).
DontDelete
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14 Lancret, Nicolas, 1690-1743. . Marie Sallé. Se
vende a Paris chez l'auteur d'entre du quai de la
Féraille ala croix de Perles et chez Sr. De
Laramessin rüe de Platre a la 4e porte cochena
adroit par la rüe St. Jacques et ches la Ve de F.
Chereau rüe St. Jacques au deux pilliers d'or a
Veu Privilege du Roy. 1732. Bocher.#71. Height
17 ½" ie 1' 5 ½ 444.5m; Length 22" ie 17 ½
558mm. Framed. Sallé to front, feet in fourth
position, arms à la seconde, elaborate ankle-length
gown. Background left, trio of women dancing.
Background right, four boys playing woodwind
instruments in front of the Temple of Diana, heavy
foliage. Engraved by L'Armessin, Nicolas de, 1684
-1753.
Marie Sallé, one of the most prominent dancers of
her time, was a daughter of a tumbler. She became
a student of Françoise Prevost at the Academie
Royale in Paris. In 1725, the English theatre
manager John Rich took her to London where she
appeared to great popularity. In fact, Sallé’s
greatest success was in London because of the
stagnant rules of classical ballet at the Paris Opera
that prevented innovation “The particular beauty of
Sallé’s dancing lay in extraordinary grace,
expressive gesture and vivid pantomime.” (Moore
30). Her great popularity led her to be compared
to Marie Camargo. As a result, Lancret created a
painting of Sallé that was very similar to that he
had made of Camargo.*
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15 Laroon, Marcellus the younger. Lady Granny in her

[etching on paper].
(London:) Printed for Carington
Bowles Map & printseller in
St’Pauls Church yrd_London (ca.
1770). Original edition, later state
Engraved by T.S. after M. Laroon.
Etching on laid paper, with fleur de
lys watermark. Size 7 ½" x 11
1/8" (284 x 189mm) with thread
margin. Bottom margin trimmed.
Slight soiling.

supposed grandure .

A raggedly dressed, cross-eyed old
woman stands in front of St.
James's Palace. Eight lines of
verse above the image describe her
“supposed grandure”; another
eights line below describe her
“native poverty.” The verses
suggests she was once a fine lady;
now, she is a deformed street
beggar.
Catalogue of engraved British
portraits preserved in the
Department of prints and drawings
in the British museum, v. 2, p. 369
Laroon, Marcellus, 1653-1702,
DontDelete
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16 Le Moyne, Pierre (1602-1671). Gallerie des

femmes fortes, La. A Paris, chez Antoine de
Sommaville, au Palais en la salle des Merciers, à
l'Escu de France. M. DC. XLVII. Avec privilege du
Roy. Original edition. Picot, E. Bibliographie
Cornélienne,; 50; Tchemerzine; v. II, p. 558; BM
STC French, 1601-1700; C-1521
Folio (9 1/2 x 13 3/8”). 19th-century patterned
boards, calf spine, with raised band, decorated in
gilt. Text with 21 etchings worked with engravings.
The etchings are fresh without any sign of the wear
that would affect images in the later editions. .
La Galleries des Femmes Fortes (Paris, 1647) is
the most significant example of the numerous
galleries of women published during the first half of
the 17th century. It presents a strong argument that
femmes fortes (i.e. women who are strong, valiant,
courageous, or fearless) could become heads of
state. With this book, La Moyne contributed to the
long running querelle des femmes concerning the
abilities and status of women versus men, suggesting
that the femme sauvante and the femme forte thus
were interwoven.
La Gallerie des Femmes Fortes, in its twenty
sections, pictures and discusses twenty women from
history who exemplify leadership qualities of both
mind and body, including those qualities of the
warrior. Le Moyne created a compendium of
heroines from four epochs: early Jewish, barbarian
(i.e. non-Greeks), Roman, and Christian figures.
Each heroine is pictured in a large engraving
DontDelete
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17 Lind, Jenny (1820-1887). Autograph note, 19 January
1849. To an unidentified recipient concerning the
end of her operatic career: "Fraulein Lind
bedauert sehr dass sie keine weitere Engagements
fur die nachste Zeit annehmen kann."
Translation: ["Ms Lind regrets very much that
further commitments for the next year cannot be
accepted."]
At age 28, Lind was at the height of her career,
having made her triumphal debut in Vienna, in
1846, and the following year in London, in the
presence of Queen Victoria. But Lind was a
deeply religious woman who became convinced
that operatic performances required her to act in
a secular if not a sexual manner. In 1849, she
decided to give up operatic roles permanently.
That is the context of this letter.
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18 Miro, Joan. Lucifer [Original lithographic

poster in color]. published by the
Martha Graham Dance Company,. New
York, printed by Maeght, Paris, 1975. (Mourlot, 1050).
Copy #51 of 75, signed by Miro in pencil, on
handmade paper (there were also 500 unsigned
copies, with “letters” published as an advertising poster
for the performance). Mourlot. The Lithographs of Joan
Miro, #1050; Picazo. The Posters of Joan Miro, #86. 31"
x 21". Image/sheet size 30 3/4 x 22 1/4 in. (78.0 x 56.4
cm), unmatted, Deckled edges.
Miro created this lithograph as an advertising poster for
the modern ballet Lucifer performed by the Martha
Graham Dance Company, featuring Margot Fonteyn and
Rudolf Nureyev as guest artists. Lucifer premiered June
19, 1975 at The Uris Theater in New York City as the
main feature of The Martha Graham Gala.
In Martha Graham’s words, “Many people have asked
me why I did Lucifer with Rudolf Nureyev. Lucifer is the
bringer of light. When he fell from grace he mocked God.
He became half god, half man. As half man, he knew
men’s fears, anguish, and challenges. He became the god
of light. Any artist is the bringer of light. That’s why I
did Lucifer with Nureyev. He’s a god of light. And
Margot Fonteyn was such a glorious complement to him
at it. Luminous as night. When I first saw Margot
Fonteyn she was a great and beautiful figure.”
(Unidentified interview with Martha Graham, 1975.)
Provenance: Through the family of former Rhode Island
governor and United States senator John Orlando Pastore
(1907-2000).
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19 Northouse, Cameron . American

Poetry

Portfolio. American Poetry Portfolio,
published by Northouse & Northouse, Dallas Texas,
1988. Edition of 100 copies of which this is #27.
With eight broadside poems, each specially designed
and printed. Each individually signed by the
author (Ginsberg’s “Capitol Air” has an
holograph word ad d ded; Nemerov’s “Landscape
with Self Portrait” is unsigned).
Eight folio broadsides ranging in size from 13" x
17" to 13" x 19". Fine in a hard plastic case (13 3/4
x 19 1/4") .
Scott Davison, “Soft Salvation,” designed and
printed by David Holman at the Wind River Press.
Allen Ginsberg, “Capitol Air,” designed and printed
at Red Ozier Press.
William Heyen, “Mother and Son,” designed and
printed by Leigh McLellan.
Heather McHugh, “From 20,000 Feet,” designed and
printed by the Press of A. Colish.
Howard Nemerov, “Landscape with Self-Portrait,”
designed and printed by W. Thomas Taylor. Linda
Pastan, “Mother Eve,” designed and printed by W.
Thomas Taylor.
William Stafford, “Geography Lesson,” designed
and printed at the Red Ozier Press.
John Updike, “Two Sonnets,” designed and printed
by David Holman.
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20 Palaemon Press. Northern

Lights. Northern

Lights. Palaemon Press, 1983. Copy #51 of 55
copies (entire edition 75: 55 as this; 20 hors
commerce). Each broadside signed by its author.
15 broadside poems, each 9 x 14" printed on art
paper in black with titles in red; with half sheet
justification page numbered in pencil. Broadsides
laid into original quarter-cloth and marbled board
folder with flaps and ties. Leather label Northern
Lights - Palaemon. Fine copy.
The poems all original and not previously published.
Philip Booth. Beyond Equinox.
John Ciardi. Audit at Key West.
Donald Davie. Church of Ireland for Barbara
Hayley.
Anthony Hecht. Humoresque. Passengers will
please refrain from flushing toilets while the train is
standing in the station. I love you.
James Merrill. Sentimental colloquy
W.S. Merwin. Berryman.
Howard Moss. To the Islands.
Howard Nemerov. The Air Force Museum at
Dayton.
Karl Shapiro. The Sawdust Logs for Bill Everson.
Louis Simpson. The Unwritten Poem.
W.D. Snodgrass. Mutability.
Radcliffe Squires. The Envoy.
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21 Ponge, Francis. Le parti pris de choses.

Fragments. . Gravures de Nathalie Grall. Paris: Le
Cent une, 2004. #77 of 101 (entire edition) for a member
of the all-female Le Cent Une. Signed by both artist &
author. Thirteen full-page engravings in color. With a
suite of prints on Chine.#8 of 15 each signed by artist.
12" x 12 3/4". Unbound, as issued. Wrappers, sleeve
and slipcase. As new.
The artist: Nathalie Grall France Born in: 1961 Born in
1961 in Compiègne, Nathalie Grall lives and works in
Lille. She graduated from the Institut d’Arts Visuels
d’Orléans (1984) and the ENSBA Paris (1986). She
received numerous distinctions for her work, such as :
Prix Grav’x, 1989, Prix de la Jeune Gravure du Salon
d'Automne, 1992, FIACRE scholarship, DRAC NordPas-de-Calais, 1998, 3rd Prize at the biennale de SaintMaur in 2005 and 2007.
Nathalie Grall was invited for a residency in Brazil for
the French Year in Brazil in 2009; she was also invited to
take part in the engraving exhibition "Pointe et burin",
Fondation Taylor, Paris, 2013. More recently, Nathalie
Grall received the Support Prize of the Académie des
Beaux-Arts de Paris in 2013 and the Prix Paul Gonnand
of the Fondation Taylor in 2015.
Les Cent Une Une has the distinction of bringing
together only bibliophile women, the limit being g one
hundred and one members. For almost a century, they
have been publishing books sought after by booksellers
and lovers of fine works, alwasys combining unpublished
text with original engravings. Le

parti pris de

choses is their selection for 2004
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22 [Shakespeare] Boydell, Jos. Shakespeare,

William [engravings]. As You Like It.
Act II. Scene vii. The Seven Ages. First
Age [Second-Seventh]. After paintings by
Robert Smirke. Engraved by Petro William
Tomkins, Robert Thew, John Osborne, and others.
London: Published by J&J Boydell, at the
Shakespeare Gallery, June 4, 1801.
Suite of seven engraving published by Josiah
Boydell in 1801 illustrating Jacques’ speech
beginning “All the world's a stage, and all the men
and women merely players; They have their exits
and their entrances...” The engraving illustrate the
conception of “seven ages” of man from birth to old
age. These engraving are part of a magnificent
series of historical prints done at the end of the 18th
century that illustrate the plays of Shakespeare. The
publisher Alderman John Boydell in 1786 decided to
publish ‘a fine edition of Shakespeare “that might
rival the elegant volumes which the French were
then producing of their national authors.”
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23 Taglioni, Marie. Rare paper doll set with costume
and box

A rarity of the Romantic Ball.
[Paper doll with costumes]. TAGLIONI Paris:
Simon. [c. 1835]. With the original publisher's box
(7 3/4" x 10.5/8") . Mannequin of Maria Taglioni
and seven ballet costumes that can be modeled on
the mannequin. Fine condition, front and back .
The paper doll set consists of a mannequin of Marie
Taglioni (engraved and hand colored, 3" x 9 1/8"),
with seven ballet costumes (each engraved and hand
colored, back and front then glued together at the
edges; each approx 4x6") With four (of six)
headdresses. The costumes and headdresses could be
placed over the mannequin to dress the dancer in the
costume of her important roles in the mid-1830s.
The box is decorated with hand-colored oval
cartouche of interlocked wreaths, with the name
Taglioni in center. Each wreath contains the name of
the ballet illustrated by a costume: La Belle au Bois
Dormant, Nathalia, La Tentation, Guillaumme Tell,
La Sylphide, and Le Dieu et la Bayadere. One
wreath bears publisher's name Simon à Paris and one
Opéra for the Paris opera where Taglioni performed
these in leading roles.
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24 Torelli, Giacomo. Feste

theatralie per la
Finta Pazza drama (Etching
from the 1645 Paris Livret.
[Etching: A courtyard setting
Act I-3 to Act II-7]. [Corte della reggia
del. Re di Sciro. A Palace Courtyard ] [etching]
Feste theatralie per la Finta Pazza drama del Sig.
Giulio Strozzi, Rappresentate nel piccolo
Borbone in Parigi quest anno MDCXLV, et da
Giacomo Torelli da Fano Inventore...] Paris,
1645). (Bjurstrom p251); Sartori 10097.
Etching on laid paper, bunch of grapes watermark
with initials. 10” x 13 1/4”.
The opera La Finta Pazza (The maiden feigning
madness) had music by Francesco Sacrati (Italian
1605-1650) and libretto by Giulio Strozzi (Italian
1583-1652). It was first performed in Paris on 19
September 1645 at the Salle du Peitit Bourbon,
Louvre. Cardinal Mazarin who wanted to introduce
Italian opera to France had arranged for the original
scenic designer, from the 1641 Venetian production,
Giacomo Torelli (Italian 1608-1678) to come to
Paris to oversee the production.
La Finta Pazza is considered to be the second
French opera and the “first French operatic hit”
particularly because the striking effects of Torelli’s
machine enchanted the viewer through the use of
“the stage decorations, the ingenuousness of the
machines and the admirable scene changes, until
now unknown in France and which captivate the
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25 (Utrillo, Maurice). Bove Emmanuel (20 April 1898 - 19
July 1945). Bécon-les-Bruyères. Portrait de la France.

Paris: Emile-Paul Frères, 1927. #14 of 50 copies

on Japon and with frontis in two states:
Japon and Holland. (Entire edition: 1650: 50
on Japan imperial with frontis is two states as ours,
100 of van Galder; 1500 on Lafuma.) 8vo. 3f, 62p,
2f. Lithograph printed in black (signed Maurice
Utrillo V. in reverse on the stone. page size 7 7/8 x
5 3/8”.

Printed by R. Coulouma. 8vo. Bound in

full blue morocco inlaid with center panels of lightblue polished calf, ruled in gilt. Blue and gold
patterned endpapesr. Open leather-tipped slipcase.
Original cover bound in. By Alix
Emmanuel Bove ( Emmanuel Bobovnikoff. Paris b.
1898. d.1945 Paris) Wrote popular novels under the
name of Jean Vallois. In the 1920s his work came
to the attention of Colette, who helped him publish
his first novel under his own name, Mes amis in
1924. The novel became a success and he
consistently published until the the Second World
War, winning the prix Figuière
One of a series Portraits de la France published by
Émile-Paul Frères and illustrated by such painters as
Dufy, Dunoyer de Segonzac and Friesz in the 1920s.
Garvey notes of Utrillio’s frontispeice. “At his time
Utrillio’s Paris views had a freshness later lost...”
Artist and the book in France #308.
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26 Valéry, Paul.

L’Ame et La Danse.

Valéry, Paul. L’Ame et La Danse. Paris: Javal
and Bourdeaux, 1926. One of 300 copies on
Arches, #248 inscribed by Valery to Mrs M. H.
Goujon. with a suite in black on velin. Quarto.
Original white printed wrappers. Illustrated by
Edouard Leon. Fine copy. This is a

presentation copy, one of the few inscribed
by Valery.
A lovely edition of Valery’s graceful prose.
First published in 1925. Written in Socratic
form, L’Ame et La Danse is a dialogue on
dancing arguably the supreme expression of
movement. This essay provoked much thought
and praise in the dancing world. It is here
presented in a finely illustrated edition after
copper plate engravings by Léon, printed in
color by Porcabeuf and Le Blanc and
Trautmann.
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27 Valéry, Paul. . Degas Danse Dessin. . Valéry,

Paul. Degas Danse Dessin. Paris: Ambroise
Vollard, 1936. Edition of 325 copies, this is
#75.

10" x 13 ½”. Original wrappers,

protective sleeve backed in vellum and
lettered Paul Valery Degas. With 26
aquatint-etchings in color, tone or black
engraved on copper by Maurice Potin, after
original pastel or chalk drawings by Degas.
Degas Danse Dessin pictures ballet dancers
in costume and in the nude, subject matter
for which Degas was famous. Published by
Ambroise Vollard in a livre d’artiste that
brings forth Degas’ original drawings and
monotypes in fidelity.* Vollard writes “I had
to find an artist capable of fathoming the
sensitiveness of [Degas’] drawing, the
subtlety of his tone. I turned to the paintergraver Maurice Potin who accomplished
wonders. He spared neither time nor
trouble.” Potin often “had to engrave as
many as three different copper plates to
capture the rich, feathery effect of Degas’s
monotypes. Six years were required for the
project. “In his superbly engraved plates of
aquatint-etching Potin has preserved the rich
black and pastel colors of the original.”
(Johnson p27)
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28 Verlaine, Paul. (Pierre Laprade, artist). Fêtes
Galantes. Illustrations de Pierre Laprade. Paris:
Ambroise Vollard, 1928. No. 226 of 320 on Rives.
Entire edition 375: 55 on Japon with a suite.
Fourteen original full-page etchings hors text plus
with 42 compositions in color many on a commedia
dell’arte theme.
At the end of 1930, in anticipation of an exhibition
devoted to his imprint to be held at the gallery Le
Portique, Vollard published Fêtes Galantes. In the
Artist and the Book in France, Strahan discusses
Vollard’s problem designing a book composed of
only a few short poems. “It will make a very thin
booklet,” he was warned. There were, of course,
fourteen full-page etchings on Commedia dell’arte
motifs, printed by Louis Fort. The pages of poetry
were set in Garamond with Laprade’s elegant
vignettes placed above and below each poem.
These were color printed by Maurice Potin. The end
result, perfectly balanced, was “light and full of
grace” (56).
Pierre Coffinhal-Laprade (1875-1931) was an
important French Impressionist painter who first
studied in the studio of Bourdelle in Montauban. In
1892, he moved to Paris, where he enrolled at the
École des Beaux Arts. Laprade exhibited at the
Salon des Indépendants in 1901 and, shortly
afterward, his entire studio of paintings was
purchased by Ambrose Vollard, who was at the
time Gauguin’s dealer. He was a contemporary of
the Nabis with whom he shared a spiritual affinity.
His work shows an intimacy and a “musical
atmosphere” in its depictions of gardens,
landscapes, and interiors. He was also greatly
influenced by three trips to Italy. His Fêtes
Galantes is considered a notable work is con
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29 Vicente, Esteban. A

mis soledades voy,
de mis soledades vengo. . Madrid,

Paris: Elvira González and Édouard Weiss,
1999. Entire edition 100 copies, this copy
#36 . Portfolio: 20 x 16 ½ x 2". Loose text and
prints laid into buckram folder. Clamshell case of
grey buckram lettered on each cover, with smooth
suede spine, extending inward to 3". Ten silkscreen
prints by Vicente Esteban in multi-colors. Ten
pages of printed text with excepts from Calderon,
Cervantes, Lope de Vega, Luis de Góngora, Tirso
de Molina, Garcilaso de la Vega. Text printed by
François Da Ros, Paris; paper hand-made at
Paperki, Hondarribia, Guipuzoca (Near San
Sebastián Spain); Folder and slipcase made
Dermont-Duval Paris; Spine lettered by Erik
Kirsaether, Madrid.
Eteban Vicente founded the New York School of
Drawing, Painting and Sculpture, where he was a
professor of painting since 1964 until his death. He
was one of the first generation of New York School
of abstract expressionists. He taught and exhibited
in the United States for three decades. A mis
soledades voy, de mis soledades vengo was
exhibited the New York School from January 11 to
February 24, 2001. It was also exhibited that year in
Spain accompanied by eight of the original collages
he made for the printing of serigraphs.
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30 Vivaldi,Antonio . Giustino dramma per

musica. [Libretto] Giustino dramma per musica
[Livret] da recitarsi nel Teatro dell'i Sig.
Federico Capranica nel carnevale dell'anno 1724:
Roma: Bernabo, 1724. Sonneck, 568; Sartori 12373.
Giustino shows Vivaldi on the verge of modernizing
his style while summing up the most individual
achievements of his earlier years. According the
musicologist Reinhard Strohm, the libretto, along
with an original autograph score still in existence,
are the two final authorities for the study and
possible reconstruction of Vivaldi’s Giustino. He
writes that the printed libretto of 1724 “must have
appeared only a few days before the first night, and
it must have aimed at reproducing the text precisely
as it was sung. . . . Although the libretto differs in
many major and minor details from the autograph
[score] it does not reflect a different stage of
revision. Both originated and were used
simultaneously . . . their divergences result from the
different function and intended readership”
Strohm adds, the libretto for the audience aimed to
print not only the recited text, but also to provide an
explanation of the stage sets. Furthermore the
libretto was to present the text in an orthographically
correct, literary fashion, whereas the text within the
musical score was not read by the public, only heard.
“Therefore [the score] lacks stage directions and
many details of punctuation which were not
necessary for the rerformers. The libretto is a
literary text of the opera which its author hoped to
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